


Name Country

Abai Kyrgyzstan

Abdelrahman Egypt

Adonai United States

Ahmed Algeria

Dontae United Kingdom

Doua Algeria

Emil  Kyrgyzstan

Eya Tunisia

Fatma Tunisia

Name Country

Graham United States

Jieshan United States

Malak Palestinian 
Territories

Merwan Sudan

Omar Germany

Patrick United Kingdom

Siham Morocco

Yuki Azerbaijan

Zharkynai Kyrgyzstan

Meet the Communitechs! 









Highlights of Virtual GYV - Hear From the Youth!

“I loved everything from finding local issue in our 
communities to coming up with the solutions. I loved the 

team spirit as well! Team work and feedback was the most 
rewarding aspect for me. The design thinking workshop was a 

also eye-opening and i learned so much from the last zoom 
calls.” - Siham, Morocco

“Being able to network and speak to new people outside my local area was my favorite part; 
however it's also been great being able to hear the opinions of people my age from all over the 

world which I feel, will definitely help me in the future.” - Patrick, United Kingdom

“My favorite part is that I’m learning 
design thinking and how to make a 
prototype and solve a problem.” - 

Abdelrahman, Egypt



Highlights of Virtual GYV - Hear From the Youth!

“This experience helped me so much, to 
know the greatest issues the world 

suffers from and how we can solve it. 
That’s why I want make change in these 
many issues and I hope I can.” - Doua, 

Algeria

“I’ve learned more about the point of view of other people so that my ideas shape 
from there. The project is my favorite part because I get to see a produce out of my 

experience and the people I met.” - Fatma, Tunisia

“Meeting everyone and forming some friendships has been 
really rewarding. I appreciate all the help that I received 
from my peers and facilitators. I had a lot of fun over the 

past few weeks and actually working to create an app that 
could be used frequently means a lot.” - Graham, United 

States



An app that 
provides high 
school students 
with the necessary 
tools and resources 
they need 
(schools,majors..) 
to figure out what 
interests them, pick 
a major and plan 
their future path. It 
also allows the 
students to connect 
with mentors from 
different 
specializations. 
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Ahmed (Algeria)
In Algeria where poverty is prevalent education is 
expensive. Many students don’t have enough money to 
get the required courses in order to develop their skills I’m  
creating an app which allows to those poor students to get 
courses for free, by searching for volunteers who will 
contribute in buying required courses for students. 






